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A DENSITY PROPERTY OF TIIE C*-ALGEBRA PIP(R)
AND ITS APPLICATIONS

SILVIA-OTILIA CORDTNEANU

1.INTRODUCTION

Let G(R) be the c*-algebra of bounded continuous complex-valued funct_ions on R, withthe supremumnorm. Denoteby mthe Lebesgue measure on fR.For /ec(R) and a e R, therranslate of f byaisthe fi¡rction"i""r@)=f (x+a),
x e R'A subset 'Ø of G(R) is said to be translation invariant if R,g c,g, for aI
a e R, Throughout this paper, ll . ll denotes the supremum norm on G(R).

DEFrNrrroN 1.r I4l. A function ge,q(R) is called an armost periodic
function on R,, if for each e > 0, there exists an /, > 0 such that every interval of
length /, contains a number r with the property that

llR,s - sll< s,

Denote by lp(R) the set of all such functions.

I

IRemark 1' l. The set rp(R) is a translation invariant c*-subalgeb ra of G(Ricontaining the constant functions.
Set

ì

PAP'(R)={r. G(R):t'+l q(,1 d"=î}
I

l

I

i

I

Remark 1'2. The set pApo(R) is a translation invariant c*-subalgebra ofG(R).

DEFTMTT'N r'z t4l. A function f eG(R) is calred a pseudo armost periodic
functiononR if I =g+rp, where geAp(R) and ge pAp.(R).
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sufficiently large nrunber, such that a<2t. According to the properties of the
Lebesgue measure, we obtain

m((C ìf-t - o, t - a)) n?t, t l)

yg n[-t, r]) , m ([-t - a, | - a] \ [-r, r])
2t 2t

_ m(C O[-t, tl) . a

2t 2t
Since

1¡o Í,(9!_[:r,!) 
= g,

r-)@ 2t
it follows

, m((a+C)ltl-t,tl) _O.
t -+Ø 2t

Q.E.D.
Remark 2.1. h follows from Theorem 1.2 rhat papo(R) is the set of all

bounded continuous complex-valued fi.rnctions/on [R, such that for every e > 0
there exists an ergodic zero set c in R (depending onf and, e) such that l/(x) | < e
forall xe R\C.

Let 6o-",.r(R) be the set of all bounded continuous coinplex-r,aluecl
functions/on [R such that there exists an ergodic zero set c in R (depending on/)
such thatf.x):0 for all x e R\c. In other words, G o-",r (R) is the set of all
bounded continuous functions on R with ergodic zero support,

TmoREM 2.1. a) G o_",r (R) r's a subalgebra of the atgebra pApo(R) 
.

b) G o_ ",, 
(R) rs uniformly dense in plp, (R) .

Proof. a) our claim follows from the properties of the support of a function
and from Proposition 2.1. We shall prove b).

Ler f be a fi.rnction in PApo(R) and let e be a positive number. Thus, the
f .ì

set C" =Jx e R:l/(x)l>il itanergodiczeroset.lrfollows
| '¿) -

limm(C" 
ìl-t,tf) _ 0

| _>Ø 2t
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Denote by PIP(R.) the set of all pseudo almost periodic fi.rnctions on R.

TTDOREM 1.1 t4l. P,4P(R) is a translation invariant c*-subalgebra of G(R)

c ontaining the constant functions. Furthermore,

PIP(R) = ,4P(R) @ PlPo (R'). :

Dg¡r¡¡luON 1,3 t4l. A closed subset C of R is said tobe an ergodic zero set

inR. if

,,* m(C n [-U] 
= O,,In- u

Trnon¡u 1.2 l4l. Let rp be a function in G(R)' Then <p ePlPo(R) iÍ
and only iJ for every e>0, the set c"={x e R:lrp(x)l>s} ,s an ergodic zero

subset in R.

Remark l.3.If f e PIP(R), then the limit

lim
I -+@ 2t

x

exists and is finite.

DBr.rmuo¡ 1.4 t3l. For f ePlP(R), we shall oall the meqn value of the

functionf, and we shall denote ilby M(Í),the limit

It
M(f)= ltun+ ift"l¿'.t+@2Í

2. A DENSITY PROPERTY OF THE C*-ALGEBRA P,4P(R)

PROpOSITION 2.1. a) A closed subset of an ergodic zero set in R is an

ergodic zero set.

þ) The intersection
an ergodic zero set.

c) The union of the sets of a finite fømily of ergodic zero sets is an ergodic

, zero set.

d) The translate ofan ergodic zelo set is an ergodic zero set'

prooJ. The first three assertions immediately follow from the definition of an

ergodic zeto set. We shall prove d).

Let C be an ergodic iero set in R and let a be a real number, Without loss of

generality, we may assgme that the number a is in (0, *). Let / be a positive,
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of the sets of an arbitrary family of ergodic zero sets is

2

I
)( dx



and F(x)=0 for all x eD". Weobtainthat F(.r)=0 for all x eD"=R\(R.\D")
and R \ D" is an ergodic zero set. This means that F e@ o_",r(R).

on the other hand, we have rhat for a' -r e R, rr(x)r< rÍe)r and from this
inequality it follows that for all x e R.

ll@)-F(x)lce. e.E.D.

Denote Uy n tne group of the characters of the group R and by 1n¡ tne
subspace generated by the set Ê in the Banach space Ø(R),

con'o'eRv z.r. pAp(R) is the smailest c*-subargebra of the c+-argebra
G(R) containing the characters of the group R and the functions of the algebra
G r-",*(R)'

Proqf,LeTAbe a c*-subalgebra of the c*-algebra G(R), containing the charac_
ters of the group R and the firnctions of the argebr Ã G o_,,g(R). It is known that

(n)=Æ(R)
in the sense of uniform convergence on R [l]; combining this fact with the
hypothesis that A is a Banach algebra, wç obtain the inclusioi lp(R) c l, Now,
applying Theorem 2.l, it follows that

ø ,*r@ = pApo(R)

in the sense of 
'niform 

convergence on R and by virt'e of the same property of
the algebraA we see that pApo(R) c L So, pAp(R)c A. Q,E.D.

Re mar k 2.2. Observ e that

PAP(R)=(n) @ø*"*@
in the sense of uriform convergence on [R.

3,SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE DENSITY PROPERTY
oF THD C*_ALGEBRA PAP(R)

PRoposrrrow 3.i. Let ¡i;prp(R) -+ c be ct rinea,functioriar sucrt ¡haí
a) p("f )20 þr ail f e pAp(R), 

"f >0;
b) p(,/) =l lor f :t;
c) p(y) = p(&y) for all a e R andfor ail y e lit;
d) p(q) =0 forall geGo_"n(R).
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and, therefore,

lim
z((R \ C" ) t^t[-r, r])

-1.¡-+@ 2t

Taking into account that R \ C, is an open set, hence Lebesgue measurable,

we can find a closed subset 4 - R \ C. such that

z((R\C")\4)<1.
Therefore

l. m(((R\C")\4)n[-/,/]) _0.
2t,-)@

Clearly, we have

4Sl!J!_L_!lD _ z(((R. \ c, ) \ 4 ) n [-¡, ¡]) * m(F" t\[-t, t]) 
.2t 2t 2t

Combining the above equality with (1) and(2), we obtain

,* z(4 n [-r, r]) _ ,.r-+@ 2t

Making use of the factthat F*andc,are disjoint closed sets in R, which is a
Ta space, we find an open set D" such that

F" c. D" c D" c.lR \C,.

It follows from the inclusions above and from the equalities

m(F, lt|-t,tl) ,, - rn((R \ C, ) n [4,t])Inn_,_-;_=}y1;-ff=l
that

,,*44#Ð=¡i244p=t.
Furthermore,

n^4I?1I_!l)=0,/-)Ð 2t
hence [R \ D, is an ergodic zero set.

Now we use ihe fact that R is a normal space and applying Uryson.s
theorem, we find that there exists a continuous function g, g:R -+ [0, l], such

that g(x)= 1 forall ¡ eC, and g(x)=0 forall x eD,.
Afterwards, we consider the continuous function .F: R -+ C defined by

.F(x) = "f 
(x)' g(x) for all x e R. It is obvious that F(x) = -f (x) for all x eC,



It follows for all n,,t e IN and for all f e PAP(R)

llT,"f - Íll<llr^"f -7,.f oll+llT,.f r - -f oll+
+ ll"f t - f ll<llr,"f r - "f t, ll + 2 llf o - I ll.

Let e be a positive number.

"t o|allfo-foll=0 we have that there exists a ko e ürl such that for all

k) ko,llf t - fo¡¡< 9. Now, using the fact that li^ llT,fr, - fioll= 0, we find a

number no e [N such that for all n>- no,llTn,f q - f orll.Z.

It follows frorn (3) that for all n> n,

llT""fu - foll<e

Hence, 1t1¡llT,fo-"foll=0. This means that fo eA, so I is a closed

subspace of the Banach space PAP(R).
On the other hand we have that

7 A Density Property 22s

and, taking

A = PAP(R)

PAP(R) = (R) @G o_",8(R)

into account that R c I and G o-",r(R) c l, we obtain

Q.E.D.
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Then ¡t = M (M is the mean value defined on PAP(R)).

ProoJ. For every Í e PAP(R) we obtain that

lp(/)l< lllll.

It follows that p is a continuous functional on PIP(R).
Set

A={f ePIP(R):p(,f)=þ(R""f) forall ae R}.

we can easily see rhat A is a closed subspace of the Banach space PAP(R).

From the hypothesis we have Rcl and, therefore, (Ê)=lP(R)cl. (The

closwe (n) of (n) is considered in the sense of uniform convergence on R.).

Applying Theorem 18.9 in [2], we obtain the equality lL= M onlP(R).

Let <p be a fi¡nction in PAP|(R). Bv Theorem 2.1, we hnd a sequence

(qn),.¡¡ of functions of the algebra Gr-,,r(R) such that 
,lim llq, -tpll=0.

Clearly, we have
p(q) = pt(Ji, a, ) = J5x 

p(q, ) = o'

Thus p:0 on PlPo(R), and, furthermore, p = M on PIP(R)' Q.E.D'

PROpOSnION 3.2. Let (Tn)n.¡.1 be a sequence of positive linear operators,

T,: PAP(R) + PIP(R) for all ,? € ÍN, suchthat:

' b) T,f =.f for f =1, for all n e hl.

Then hm T,.f = Í uniformlyfor each f e PAP(R) .

Proof. Set

A= {f ePIP(R) : }yllrJ -,/ll= 0}.

'We 
shall prove that I is a closed subspace of the Banach space PIP(R)'

Consider a sequence (,/o )r. n of functions of I such that

rr1¡ll"f t -./o ll= o, :

where fo ePAP(R).

If T : PAP(R) -+ PIP(R,) is a positive linear operatot, then the following

inequality holds for each f e PIP(R)

llry ll< ll/ ll ' llr111.
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